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Good afternoon, 

 

First, I want to thank this Committee for inviting me here today to give testimony and answer any 

questions you may have about this most important topic. 

 

Please allow me to introduce myself. My name is Richard Spitzer. I am owner and Director of 

Comprehensive Family Services also known as CFS. I am a licensed clinical social worker. CFS was 

established in 1998. In the approximate 20 years we have had the privilege of providing Forensic and 

Therapeutic Services to approximately 11,000 families across New York City. We have about 600 

active cases or families at any given time and have maintained that level over the past several years. 

We provide services in all boroughs and occasionally, Westchester and Long Island. 

 

CFS services families primarily in Family Court, Supreme Court and in IDV Parts. In Family Court 

we work on neglect and abuse cases as well as C/V/O cases which are Custody, Visitation and 

Family Offense cases. In Supreme Court we work on Matrimonial cases a.k.a. divorce cases and of 

course IDV Parts mostly in Manhattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx.  

 

CFS provides an array of forensic and therapeutic services and a large part of our practice involves 

supervised visitation both Evaluations for Court as well as Therapeutic Visitation cases. We also 

provide Supervised Exchanges, home studies and home inspections. CFS as a lead provider of these 

services in NYC sits in a unique position in that we are the only Private Agency providing services to 

both private paying clients as well as servicing indigent clients who interface with the Court System. 

We commonly distinguish between the two as public or private cases. We also uniquely work in all 

of the above mentioned Courts handling essentially the same or similar family issues with perhaps 

some of the most significant differences being in resources and the rules that impact the quantity of 

services. In some cases this has the unintended consequence of actually costing more, both in terms 

of family functioning and in higher financial costs due to recidivism. That is, a family coming back 

to Court for reasons that in some instances could have been prevented with some front loaded 

services. 
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Before I focus on IDV parts and CFS involvement there, please allow me to point out and 

respectfully request that this committee consider some time in the near future, looking at many  

of the same issues discussed here today in Family Court, especially in Family Offense and Custody 

and Visitation cases. Those families are essentially the same families, facing similar issues as those 

in IDV Parts. As under resourced as IDV parts may be, there is another constituency in Family Court 

especially in O-dockets a.k.a. Family Offense Petitions that at best are as under resourced as IDV 

Parts, if not lacking even more resources. In both instances, private paying clients or families with 

means and resources get the appropriate services and so it is really the indigent population and these 

public cases that do not get the quantity or sometimes the consistent quality services they should. 

 

CFS has been involved with IDV courts since their implementation. Since the IDV Parts were 

established, a few years after CFS opened, CFS has served approximately 750 families primarily 

from Manhattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx.  We are typically appointed by the Court to conduct 

Evaluations of the parents and family in the context of custody and visitation. This may lead to 

further services such as Therapeutic visitations, supervised exchanges, facilitating drug and alcohol 

testing, home inspections and/or individual therapy for a host of issues but the most relevant for this 

forum is individual therapy for victims of Domestic Violence, both adult and child, and as 

importantly for perpetrators of domestic violence. Additionally, we provide Parent Education classes. 

 

In the few minutes I have here I want to point out where cuts in resources several years ago, after the 

financial crises has impacted and constrained the quantity and to some extent quality of services for 

families in both IDV Parts and C/V/O cases for indigent families. That is, rules that limited how 

many hours of services experts like CFS are able to provide and that is paid for by the City and/or 

State. The deleterious impact as CFS sees it across Family Court and IDV Parts in 3 distinct yet 

overlapping areas all emanating from the same cuts and limitations set by the State and the rather 

complex funding streams, rules and relationship between the city via the assigned counsel plan and 

the state via OCA that govern what services can be utilized and paid for in public cases. The 3 areas 

include,  

 

1). Limiting effectiveness and potential of on-going assessments, investigations and evaluations and 

related therapeutic services as the case may dictate during the pendency of a Proceeding. 

 

2). Limiting if not decreasing parent-child time together, pending case disposition.  

 

3). Final Orders of Supervised Visitation and other necessary services, post-disposition. 

 
In the case of limiting effectiveness of evaluations, specifically means that if we as evaluators are 

limited to 3 or 6 one hour visits in an office setting to limit costs does little to predict how well  
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the family would do in their own community and by and between themselves without professional 

supervision or Court oversight. Although this is true for all high conflict families (the only kind CFS 

seems to service) this is especially true in cases of domestic violence.  

 

What I meant by the 2nd area of concern, limiting or decreasing parent-child interaction and 

potentially squandering opportunity for the provider to move from the initial evaluation in the office 

to further investigation, evaluation in the parent's community and home so to help further inform the 

Court all while the case is pending. The problem is that hours allotted by the state or its contracted 

agencies is often exhausted prior to the case being resolved leaving parents and children to either not 

have the frequency and quantity of contact they should, or if they do, lacking in continuity of 

providers. Furthermore, if all that can occur is one hour per week in a clinical or court setting 

hampers progress to transition the family back to their homes and their community. 

 

And the third point I mentioned are challenges and limitations for families post disposition as the city 

and state do not pay for any services once the case is resolved.  Simply, what does the Court and 

families do in situations of Final Orders of Supervised Visitation or other necessary services? 

 

It used to be since 1998 when CFS was first established that Judges were able to Order any one or 

multiple CFS services that they deemed necessary and appropriate at different stages of the 

proceedings. Most Judges and Referees took advantage of our intentionally designed continuum of 

services to be able to service a case from its inception through to its conclusion. They did so by 

ordering different assessments, investigations or whatever was necessary as needs arose. Said 

differently, the Judges were the Gatekeepers of how best to utilize the resources.  While always 

required to work within the rules set by the Appellate Division and the Assigned Counsel Plan, 

simply put, there used to be more flexibility. Since the cutbacks began we are often limited in our 

service delivery. It is rare that a case can and is resolved in 6 weeks (the average adjournment time 

between court appearances). So if we exhaust the hours allowed by the first adjournment where do 

these families go while waiting for case resolution?  It used to be in days past that Judges could 

Order, after the initial evaluation and in between adjournments if appropriate, that CFS inspect the 

home of the visiting parent and conduct visits (evaluations or therapeutic) there in the parents’ homes 

and communities.  They were also able to Order us to supervise exchanges in the community, either 

between the parents directly or at police precincts or wherever was appropriate.  Again, keeping in 

mind that the goal, barring any severe problems, should be parents having unsupervised access and 

parenting plan like any healthy divorced family or low conflict family of divorce.  So wherefore 

currently private pay clients who can afford this, CFS can and does routinely supervise day long 

visits, full weekend visits including even overnights at times, and any related service deemed 

necessary. Indigent clients however, are relegated only to in office visits with services capped by the 

number of visits and locations or 20 hours of total evaluation time depending on the rules governing 

that case, court, and  jurisdiction. Therefore, should CFS be successful in transitioning the family 

quicker than the Court can adjudicate the case leaves CFS, the family and Court in a bind. 
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Post Disposition services for indigent families where all services stop due to lack of funding is 

another stark contrast between private pay clients and public cases.  Private pay clients continue to 

receive services by CFS post disposition where public clients do not. 

 

Although CFS established an intern program a few years ago to help mitigate some of these problems 

or inequities, and we funded the program out of our own resources, the truth is this is not an effective 

remedy as many of these cases are beyond the skill and competency of an intern. Moreover, for CFS, 

this is too costly with no reimbursement or funding to provide post disposition services and quite 

frankly, what in some instances should have been and could have been provided while the case was 

pending, save the cutbacks in services previously mentioned. 

 

It is CFS' anecdotal opinion that there is likely a higher rate of recidivism for these public cases as 

after an evaluation of 3-6 visits in an office does not prepare the family nor provide the Court with 

enough information to try to predict how the family will do in their own community and on their 

own. Without some supervised attempts to rule out what works or does not likely places the family at 

higher risk to return to court which in turn costs the City and State even more money let alone the 

human emotional toll on parents and children including if not especially for victims of domestic 

violence. 

 

While as you can see I'm capable of going on for a length of time on these topics but I will stop here 

out of respect to everyone.  My apologies if I ran over my allotted time but I wanted to explain the 

issues with at least a modicum of detail so that this Committee could understand the specific and 

some of the nuanced issues involved. Of course l am happy to answer any questions any of you have 

today or at a later date of your choosing.  

 

Thank you again for the opportunity to be here today in order to address this most important topic. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Richard Spitzer  
 

Richard Spitzer, LCSW, ACSW 

Director, Comprehensive Family Services 
 
 
 
 








